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Following these
simple rules
will help to ensure a great & safe time.

Teachers and helpers, if you see any student playing it “unsafe”
(from the list below) please let them know or one of the staff on duty
Only the person bowling is allowed in the bowling area by the ball return. If multiple players
are in the bowling area at a time someone may get hit with a bowling ball. Please have anyone
not bowling stay on the top of the step where the seating it
Crossing the foul line - the line right before the lane itself - will result in an injury. There is an
invisible layer of oil on the other side of that foul line. If a ball, pin, or personal item gets stuck
down the lane DO NOT walk down the lane under any circumstance. Please get a staff member for assistance.
Food and beverages can only be at the seating area and back. Absolutely NO food or beverages can be down in the bowling area. If there is a SPILL please notify a staff member ASAP.
Everyone MUST wear bowling shoes. If the shoes get any liquid on the bottoms of them it
may cause an injury. Please return any wet shoes to the front for a new pair.
To prevent tripping hazards, be sure personal items such as shoes, coats, and bags are hung up
or are underneath your seat and not in any walking paths.
Improper play - This is typically when bowlers through a ball into the bowling machine when
its not ready. The arm that sweeps the pins back is NOT meant to hit with a ball. Bowlers who
intentionally hit this arm can cause significant damage to the bowling machine. If a ball gets
stuck please wait for a staff member for assistance. Trying to hit a ball with another will only
make both balls get stuck and increase the possibility of damage to the equipment
Always remember we are here to serve you! Report anything that interferes with your safe fun.

